Number of Samples in This Set: 56
Date Created: July 17, 2018
Created By: Joel Davenport
For more information, contact: iisg@purdue.edu

This work is licensed under a:
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
The CSMI Visual Asset Library is a catalog of 56 graphic elements that can be downloaded and used to create scientific visuals and illustrations. These graphics were originally created to illustrate the changing Lake Michigan food web as part of the outreach efforts for the 2015 Cooperative Science and Monitoring Initiative. Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant is making these available to the public as a resource of scientifically accurate, professionally-designed food web assets that may be used to enhance reports, presentations, and any other activities intended to communicate Lake Michigan food web characteristics.

This Collection Guide is intended to provide an overview of the whole collection so you can see if these resources will be of use before downloading the library in it’s entirety.

We hope that these assets will prove to be of use as we all seek to improve the health, environmental literacy, resiliency, and sustainability of our waters.
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